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If you haven't been anxiously awaiting this publishing like I have, you can't truly appreciate how
thrilling it is to turn each (Kindle) page and split your sides laughing once again. I read Genesis on a
coast to coast flight and I'm sure the flight attendants thought I was a nut case with all the laughing
to the point of tears I was doing. Fortunately, I was at home while reading The Book of Moses, so
only my cats were witness to me roaring with laughter.I always thought the Bible made no sense,
and anyone who tried to make it make sense came off sounding like an moron, or an ass. Well,
finally someone had the initiative and the unmitigated balls to just put the idiocy of the Bible in full
spotlight, and give you a helluva good laugh while breaking the taboo of pointing out all the
nonsense contradiction of the Bible. I've read the Book of Moses several times in my lifetime, but
I've never been able to make much sense of all the incoherent babbling until reading this
book.Ebling is a genius at condensing down all the rambling nonsense into a story line you can
follow, though ultimately it will always be jumbled and incoherent because it never happened and
because several versions of the ancient story are all patched together by later scribes who did a
piss poor job of editing.... not Mr. Ebling's fault. He points out the incinsistencies, the historical

origins of the multiple editions, and makes a hilarious narrative as he tries to make sense out of it.

I managed to get more educated about the bible without having to read all the thees and thous. It
made me despise religion and the psycho-god even more than I already did. Isn't it funny how in this
book the god was always talking to people, but today he only talks to psychopaths....mostly telling
them to kill someone? Yep, back then, when the earth was flat the magnificent creator mostly told
people to kill others, their children, the wretched monsters who dared gather wood on the sabbath,
oh crap, they would have stoned me to death, for sure....by the word of our "loving creator." The
men who wrote this nonsense would be in a cell next to Charles Manson today. There were laugh
out loud moments.

This is the second Steve Ebling book I have read. (I gave his first book four stars for editing.)
Ebling's latest book shows his writing is maturing. But make no mistake: he has not lost his humor
or irreverence.His retelling of the bible is laugh-out-loud funny. The author points out the
inconsistencies and the obvious mutliple sources that comprise this collection of myths. Ebling calls
attention to the plagiarism that forms the bible's best-known stories. Some examples: the word for
"god" (elohim) in the old testament is actually PLURAL; bye-bye monotheism!. Cain and Abel are
not mentioned in "Man" & Eve's family tree. The great flood story was told before the bible copied it;
and much more. Ebling's language is sometimes course, but the book is an in-your-face
examination of a supposedly "infallible" book.Ebling's work is guaranteed to antagonize the "true
believer" and make the thinking person chuckle. If you interpret the bible literally, this probably isn't
the book for you, unless you have a sense of humor. If you want to read a book that elucidates the
absurd, inconsistent mythology in the bible, enjoy the written word of "gods."

And the absurdity continues and the author does an amazing job.When I read this first book, I
decided to open up the Bible and see if he was jerking us around or actually telling the truth. I was
more than surprised to see that Steve was spot on. Then I stopped reading the Bible because it's
really boring and Steve does a much better job.Everyone needs to read this book and see the
stupidity of the Bible.God was on screwed up bi-polar psychopath.Looking forward to The New
Testament.

Steve Ebling nails it again! This is truly the Best God Damned Version of the Bible. It is laugh out
loud hysterical! Holy Bible - Best God Damned Version is an irreverent paraphrase of the original

text. Not only is it hilarious, but Steve Ebling wonderfully captures the the essential, absurdity of the
first five books of the Old Testament. This retelling of the ancient texts make the Old Testament
scriptures understandable, easy and fun to read. If the average Bible had been written like this from
the beginning, I'm certain more people would be reading their Bibles daily. Like Steve's first book, I
can hardly put it down!

ok, so I am sitting in the doctors office waiting room and i have just downloaded Book of Moses.
Having read Genesis already (maybe 4 times), i knew what i was in for. Within a few minutes i find
myself laughing out loud, snorting, and the like, and the other patients are looking at me like I'm
crazy. It didn't matter that the doctor was running late---gave me more time to read...and laugh. This
is one of the funniest books i've read since...well, Genesis. There is no page in this book that won't
have you laughing--and also rethinking what you know about the bible and its many flaws and
contradictions. I hope this becomes a video series on youtube---or an audio book. One can only
imagine how an audio book would have sounded with Robin Williams doing the speaking.
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